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LONDON – 10TH October 2017
OIL MARKET – DATA LAYERS TO THE TRADE

- Catalogue Data
- Dynamic view
- Market View

- Ports, Terminals, Berths
- Vessels and Products
- The Trader’s view
DYNAMIC DATA

- Vessels move
- Cargoes are bought and sold
- Ships are chartered
- Vessels load and discharge, but...
- What do they load and how much?
- Drafts change
- Vessels change heading
- Vessels change destination...
DATA SOURCES

The world is now mapped and we know every berth which handles Crude oil / Gases and Petroleum Products

- **Real Data**
  - AIS – freely available
  - Tanker charters – shared and published
  - Customs - published
  - Port Authorities – published
  - Local agents – shared
  - JODI data – time lag.....??

- **AI Data**
  - Companies specialising in AI can run this ‘Real Data’ through their systems and derive near Real time – Real data
THANK YOU